Abstract Patients with osteoarthritis (OA) primarily seek treatment due to pain and disability, yet the primary endpoints for rodent OA models tend to be histological measures of joint destruction. The discrepancy between clinical and preclinical evaluations is problematic, given that radiographic evidence of OA in humans does not always correlate to the severity of patient-reported symptoms. Recent advances in behavioral analyses have provided new methods to evaluate disease sequelae in rodents. Of particular relevance to rodent OA models are methods to assess rodent gait. While obvious differences exist between quadrupedal and bipedal gait sequences, the gait abnormalities seen in humans and in rodent OA models reflect similar compensatory behaviors that protect an injured limb from loading. The purpose of this review is to describe these compensations and current methods used to assess rodent gait characteristics, while detailing important considerations for the selection of gait analysis methods in rodent OA models.
Introduction
The primary reason that patients seek treatment for osteoarthritis (OA) is pain [1] ; yet the primary endpoints in rodent models designed to mimic human OA tend to be histological measures of joint remodeling [2, 3] . The discrepancy between clinical evaluations of OA and scientific analyses in preclinical OA models is problematic, given that radiographic evidence of OA does not always correlate to patient reports of pain and disability [4] . Moreover, the most common endpoint for preclinical studies of new OA therapeutics is prevention of loss of cartilage based on joint histology, but this endpoint may be unrealistic in the clinical treatment of OA. In patients with OA, severe cartilage loss may occur well before the onset of symptoms, or symptoms may be present without significant radiographic changes, making it difficult to confirm OA as the source. The treating OA pain vs. treating OA-related degeneration debate is longstanding and without clear resolution (see 2013 OARSI Debate [5] ). Clearly, OA pathogenesis and joint-related pain are not unique events, but the relationship between joint degeneration and OA symptoms is more complicated than simple cause and effect. The unknown links between joint degeneration and OA symptoms inhibits our ability to develop effective drugs for treating OA, and much work is needed to improve our understanding of the connections between OA progression and joint pain.
OA pain in humans can be studied through questionnaires and physical examinations [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] , but detecting symptoms in preclinical OA models adds significant complexity [12] . Here, researchers rely on behavioral assays to elucidate pain-related behaviors [12] [13] [14] . Since joint pain is often associated with motion, gait analyses have recently been used to detect painrelated behaviors in rodent OA models, including genetic, chemical, and surgical models of OA [15, 16••, 17••, 18, 19, 20••, 21, 22] . In recent years, multiple gait analysis approaches have been developed for rodents [17••, 23, 24•, 25, 26•, 21, 27 ], but differences among approaches have introduced some inconsistency in gait parameters reported in the literature. The purpose of this review is to describe common rodent gait compensations associated with joint injuries as well as important considerations for gait analysis in rodent OA models. A synopsis of quadrupedal gait characteristics is first provided for a non-engineering audience, with descriptions of how these variables have been applied to rodent OA models. Then the nuances of rodent gait analysis are discussed, including common pitfalls. To be clear, it is not the intention of this review to recommend a specific gait analysis platform or methodology -each method has inherent strengths and weaknesses. Instead, the goal of this review is to inform the reader on key aspects of gait analysis in rodent OA models.
Characteristics of Rodent Gait
Gait Modifications as a Proxy Measures for OA Disease Sequelae Patients with OA typically report that pain initially occurs as acute episodes associated with movement, then progresses to chronic dull aches with short periods of intense pain at later stages of disease. However, it is not yet clear which gait compensations are associated with 'fear of movement' and which are associated with physical dysfunction or mechanical impairment of the joint. Since movement-evoked pain is an early characteristic of OA, a person or animal may modify their gait pattern to protect an injured limb from loading and motion. If a protective pattern is repeated over time, or if normal daily activities are altered as a consequence, muscles surrounding the joint will atrophy. In addition, loss of articular cartilage and the formation of osteophytes as OA progresses could alter the internal mechanics of an articulating joint. Thus, the relationship between pain and joint dysfunction is closely intertwined in OA and difficult to separate. While this intersection of biology and mechanics can complicate the study of some OA disease mechanisms, it also highlights the importance of gait measures in the assessment of OA models.
Spatiotemporal Characteristics Spatial gait data describe the geometric characteristics of a footprint pattern, while temporal data describe the timing and synchronicity of foot-strike and toe-off events. Spatial variables include stride length, step length, step width, foot splay, and characterization of the paw print (Fig. 1) . Note that stride length describes the distance between two foot strikes of the same limb. This should not be confused with 'step length,' which describes a limb's forward distance along the direction of travel relative to the contralateral limb. Also, some gait analysis platforms report different forms of the footprint pattern, such as distance and angle between the left and right paw [28] . It is important to note that these variables are only geometric transformations of stride length, step length, and step width, and not necessarily independent measures of the gait pattern. In addition to these spatial data, paw print characteristics may also indicate limb injury in rodent OA models, where the spacing of toes and paw print lengths can be used to form functionality indices for the sciatic, tibial, and peroneal nerves [29] [30] [31] [32] . In addition, paw print area or intensity differences between limbs may indicate dynamic weight-bearing imbalances due to a musculoskeletal pathology [23, 26•, 33, 34] .
Temporal data are classically described by a Hildebrand plot of the gait cycle [35] ; here, the gait cycle is reduced to a single repeatable sequence normalized by stride time. While some gait analysis systems report only raw forms of temporal data (such as stance time, swing time, and stride time), these data can be used to construct the Hildebrand plot (Fig. 1) . This plot reduces temporal data to a few critical variables: limb duty factor, temporal symmetry, and limb phase. Limb duty factor, also known as limb percentage stance time [36, 20••] , and seen below in (Eq. 1), represents the percentage of time a limb is in ground contact. 
Similarly, limb phase, described below in Eq. 3, describes the synchronicity between the forelimb and hindlimb pairs. Together, the limb duty factors for each limb, the temporal symmetry of the fore and hind limb sets, and limb phase describe the sequence of foot-strikes and toe-off events in the quadrupedal gait sequence.
Kinematic and Dynamic Characteristics Kinematic variables describe limb position and movement in time and space, while dynamic variables describe forces related to locomotion. In human locomotion, 3-D kinematic data and ground reaction forces are often combined in biomechanical models to predict internal joint forces/torques [37] [38] [39] [40] . While these same models can theoretically be applied to rodents, technologies to accurately assess 3-D kinematics in rodents are still in development (see Considerations section). As such, current kinematic measures of rodent gait are largely related to foot and ankle orientation [41] [42] [43] , and current dynamic measures of rodent gait are largely limited to ground reaction forces [17••, 44, 21, 45, 46, 22, 47] .
Kinematic measures of foot and ankle orientation, which are sensitive to peripheral nerve injuries, can be tracked using videographic methods [41, 48] . These measures include toeoff angle (also known as propulsion angle), which describes the foot/ankle angle during toe-off relative to the foot/ankle angle at midstance. Decreased toe-off angles can indicate unwillingness or inability to push-off with a given limb, an indirect measure of propulsive force (see below). Similarly, toe clearance and foot clearance angle describe the limb position during swing, and are often altered due to lameness [49] . Finally, swing velocities often change due to limb injury. However, since swing velocity is equal to the stride length divided by the swing time (or velocity divided by one minus the limb duty factor), swing velocity is not an independent measure relative to most spatiotemporal measures [50] .
Dynamic measures assess forces and torques associated with locomotion; however, due to large errors associated with skin marker tracking in rodents [51•] , dynamic measures are largely limited to ground reaction forces. Ground reaction forces can be separated into three components: vertical (out of the floor), braking/propulsion (direction of travel), and mediolateral stability (directed toward midline, Fig. 2 ) [52] . The vertical component is the largest, and represents the weight borne by a limb during locomotion (Fig. 2) . Braking forces occur opposite the direction of travel and briefly slow the forward translation of the center of mass when a foot initially hits the ground. Following braking, the limb generates propulsive forces to continue to translate the center of mass forward. Mediolateral forces help stabilize the gait through two phases of forces, both directed at an animal's midline. First, as weight is initially shifted from the left to right limb, a stabilizing force directed toward the animal's midline must slow this weight shift shortly after the right limb hits the ground. Then, when weight is shifted back to the left limb from the right limb, a second mediolateral force directed toward the animal's midline must be generated to propel weight back to the contralateral limb. While each ground reaction force has a unique shape (Fig. 2) , ground reaction Fig. 1 Typical spatiotemporal gait sequences for walking rodents. Temporal variables describe the sequence of foot-strike and toe-off events during the gait cycle, where the gait cycle is defined by two sequential foot-trikes of the left hind limb. The time during which a limb is in contact with the ground is known as stance (black bars), with swing occurring as a limb translates forward (white bars). Stance begins at foot-strike (solid arrows), and swing begins with toe-off (dotted arrows). Spatial variables, including stride length, step length, step width, and toe-out angle, describe the geometric position of the paw prints during locomotion. Rodents tend to have symmetric gaits, where left and right limb foot-strikes (for either the fore or hind limbs) are spaced at approximately 50 % of the gait cycle in time and equidistant in space (step length is about 50 % of stride length). Similarly, rodent gaits tend to be balanced, where equal amounts of time are spent on the left and right limbs (for either the fore or hind limbs). Imbalanced and asymmetric gait patterns can occur with unilateral injury. Here, stance time on the injured limb (right hind in this example) decreases, the temporal gait pattern becomes asymmetric (right hind foot-strike occurs after 50 % of gait cycle), step widths widen, stride lengths shorten, toe-out angles increase in the injured limb, and the right and left limb step lengths become asymmetric. For bilateral injury, the gait pattern may remain symmetric and balanced. However, stance times increase for both the left and right limb (for the fore and hind limbs), stride lengths shorten, step widths widen, and toe-out angles increase for both limbs.
forces are often generalized as peak force and/or impulse (area underneath the vertical force-time curve). Some examples of the use of ground reaction forces to describe the consequences of painful knee OA include work by Jay et al. [53••] , where asymmetric vertical forces were observed in a rat anterior cruciate ligament transection (ACLT) model of knee OA and a treatment effect for synoviocyte-derived lubricin was demonstrated relative to phosphate buffered saline. Our group has also described changes in three-component ground reaction forces in rodents, including reduction in the injured limb peak vertical force and vertical impulse and modifications in the braking and propulsive forces of both limbs for a rat medical meniscus transection (MMT) model of OA [17••] and a rat model of intervertebral disc herniation [44] .
Gait Analysis Methods for Rodents The goal of this review is to inform the reader on key aspects of gait analysis in rodent OA models. This may be done through commercial systems or via custom-built gait analysis arenas. The commercial systems to assess rodent gait include, but are not limited to: This list is likely not exhaustive, and it is not the intention of this review to recommend a specific gait analysis platform or methodology -each method has inherent strengths and weaknesses. Many research groups, including our group, have engineered custom systems to assess rodent gait, largely driven by the complexity of rodent gait analysis as described in the Considerations section of this review. Nonetheless, commercial systems to assess the walking characteristics of rodents have been significantly improved over the past several years, and as a result, gait analysis is being more widely applied in the behavioral analysis of rodent preclinical models.
Detecting Limb Injuries Using Rodent Gait Analysis
Spatiotemporal Indicators of Unilateral Limb Injury Unilateral gait compensations can be thought of as limps that protect an affected limb from loading by shifting the weight to the contralateral limb. Rodents tend to walk with balanced symmetric gaits, and deviations from this spatiotemporal pattern can help identify unilateral limb injuries that may be associated with pain [19] . As an example of temporal balance, left and right duty factors should be similar in the forelimb or hindlimb set; however, if the right limb is injured, the right . The vertical force curve for rodents tends to be semiparabolic, with only one peak, in contrast to that of bipedal humans, which tends to have two peaks. The braking/propulsive curve aligns with the direction of travel and is composed of the negative braking component (180°from the direction of travel, -x) and the positive propulsive component (in the direction of travel, +x). While not shown, propulsive forces tend to be larger than braking forces for the hind limbs of rodents. However, this is flipped for the fore limbs, where braking forces tend to be larger than propulsive forces. The mediolateral curve is directed toward the animal's midline, typically defined as positive (+y). This convention is adapted for some models, as ground reaction forces for a left foot would not be defined by a right-handed coordinate system. The mediolateral curve consists of two positive peaks, where the first peak tends to be higher than the second. For unilateral medial meniscus tear in rats, we have observed decreased vertical force and propulsive forces on the injured limb [17••] limb duty factor will likely decrease, and the uninjured left limb duty factor will likely increase. Using duty factor imbalance (simply, left limb duty factor minus right limb duty factor), these unilateral compensations can be identified, where duty factor imbalances statistically greater than zero indicate right limb injury and duty factor imbalances statistically less than zero indicate left limb injury [19] . Shifts in the temporal gait sequence have been reported for several unilateral pain injury models, including but not limited to peripheral carrageenan or adjuvant injection [54, 33, 55, 24•, 25, 26•] and sciatic nerve constriction [23] . Similar temporal shifts have been reported for a collagen type II antibody-induced model of inflammatory arthritis [28] , intra-articular over-expression of interleukin-1 [18] Rodents also tend to walk with symmetric gait patterns, meaning the foot-strike sequence is equally distributed in time and space. Envision a marching band, where the left-right-left foot-strike sequence is even and on the beat. Here, a right foot-strike occurs halfway between two left footstrikes, both in time (temporal symmetry) and space (stride length symmetry). For unilateral injuries, gait patterns often become asymmetric, where a person or animal may be hesitant to shift weight to an injured limb. For unilateral right limb injuries, the left-to-right timing is delayed (hesitant to apply weight) while the right-to-left timing is more rapid (rapid removal of applied weight). This can be represented by temporal symmetry measures significantly greater than 0.5. Similarly, left limb injuries tend to cause temporal symmetry measures significantly less than 0.5. Like temporal asymmetry, stride length symmetry can describe unilateral compensations that may occur due to pain, but through the geometric space of the paw prints. For stride length symmetry (left step length divided by stride length), a stride length symmetry less than 0.5 tends to indicate left limb injury (left step length is less than 50 % of the stride length) and greater than 0.5 tends to indicate right limb injury. Like temporal imbalance, abnormalities in spatial gait parameters have been reported for a number of rodent models of knee OA [ Stance time imbalance and temporal symmetry represent our group's preferred spatiotemporal gait descriptors for detecting unilateral gait compensations [19] . While these methods are consistent with the classic Hildebrand plot [35] , other mathematical normalizations exist. For example, swing time ratios between the left and right limbs can be used to indicate unilateral compensations in rodents [59] . Swing time ratios are only an algebraic conversion of duty factor imbalance, as both variables indicate a preferential loading of one limb relative to its contralateral limb.
Kinematic and Dynamic Indicators of Unilateral Limb
Injury Differences in paw print intensity and area have also been used to indicate unilateral injury, where the pixel brightness or paw area of the injured foot-print will decrease relative to the contralateral limb. Paw print intensity is measured by assessing paw pixel brightness in systems like the CatWalk and is an indirect measure of pressure exerted by the paw on the floor [23] . Given the relationships between paw print intensity and limb loading, these unilateral compensations may be indicative of changes in limb loading that may occur due to movement-evoked pain. Though limb loading can be assessed more directly (see "Dynamic" section), changes in paw print intensity have been seen in a carrageenan-induced monoarthritis model [54, 33] , nerve injury models [23, 60] , and an ACLT model of OA [61••] .
Spatiotemporal Indications of Bilateral Limb Injury
In bilateral injury, both limbs in the forelimb or hindlimb set are injured; thus the contralateral limb cannot completely compensate for an injury. As such, imbalance and asymmetries may not occur for bilateral injury; instead, bilateral injuries may be detected through altered gait patterns at a given velocity. These bilateral gait compensations are common in transgenic OA models [20••, 62] and in rheumatoid arthritis models [63, 28, 64] .
Most gait parameters have moderate to strong correlations to velocity, and failure to accurately account for the velocity covariate significantly reduces the ability to detect bilateral compensations (see "Velocity Covariate" section). As an example, walking velocities are a function of stride length and stride frequency; in other words, a specific velocity can be achieved with long, less frequent strides or shorter, rapid strides. For bilateral injuries, shorter, more frequent steps are often observed. This 'shuffle stepping' gait reduces the period of time a limb must bear weight without contralateral support. In bipedal humans, this compensation reduces the 'singlelimb support' phase for both limbs, and is common for bilateral injuries such as low back pain [65, 66] . Conceptually, the same is achieved in bilateral injuries in quadrupeds, though 'double/single-limb support' terminology is not commonly applied to quadrupedal gait sequences.
In bilateral injuries, stride length will typically decrease at a given velocity, corresponding to an increase in stride frequency at the same velocity. Note that these changes are not independent, since velocity is approximately equal to stride length multiplied by stride frequency. In addition, limb duty factors increase at a given velocity. By increasing the percentage of time spent on both hind limbs, the percentage of time a single hind limb must bear weight without contralateral support is reduced. These bilateral compensations have been reported in collagen IX knockout mice [20••] .
Changes in Stability and Dynamic Limb Loading A more stable gait provides an animal greater opportunity to protect an injured limb from painful motions. Spatiotemporal gait data can indirectly measure some aspects of gait stability, where wider step widths and larger toe-out angles generally indicate a compensatory gait pattern used to overcome instability [67] [68] [69] . Our group has observed comparable changes in a collagen IX knockout mouse with ubiquitous cartilage degeneration in its knees and lumbar spine [20••] . In bilateral injury, decreased peak vertical forces and decreased propulsive forces would be anticipated for both hind limbs. However, to our knowledge, ground reaction forces have not been investigated in a rodent model of bilateral joint injury.
Considerations for Rodent Gait Characterization
As can be seen from the parameters described above, the quantity of data generated from gait analysis can be burdensome, given the interactions between different gait parameters. Clearly, most spatiotemporal, kinematic, and dynamic gait data are closely intertwined, whereby a shift in one variable inherently causes shifts in other variables. Thus, a single compensatory gait sequence will likely be reflected by changes in multiple gait variables. Distilling gait variables to the most salient findings is an important process in streamlining the analysis of an experiment. This alone can be challenging for investigators unfamiliar with gait analysis. Also challenging is the lack of uniformity among different gait analysis platforms. As such, for comparisons between relevant studies, a solid conceptual understanding of the relationships between different gait variables is important for a thorough and accurate analysis of gait compensations in a rodent OA model. Beyond distilling gait variables to the most salient findings, several additional factors should be taken into consideration when selecting methods to assess rodent gait.
Velocity Covariate The vast majority of gait variables correlate with velocity (Fig. 3) . Even spatial and temporal symmetry, which are relatively consistent over walking speeds, shift to asymmetric sequences as a quadrupedal animal approaches running/bounding velocities [70, 35] . Inability to accurately measure velocity increases the variability observed in many spatial measures. Even within a trial, gait parameters in an animal can shift due to acceleration or deceleration. As an example, while some spatial variables can be assessed using inkpad-based foot-printing methods [13] , assessment of velocity with these methods tends to be relatively imprecise. In our hands, we were unable to detect velocity-influenced gait abnormalities in collagen IX knockout mice using an inkpad, but were able to detect gait abnormalities in the same mice using high-speed videography [20••] . This was largely attributed to the advantage of high-speed videographic techniques, where walking velocity can be easily and accurately assessed in conjunction with spatiotemporal parameters. Even with an accurate assessment of velocity, the velocity covariate must be accounted for in statistical models by normalizing for velocity effects or through statistical techniques like analysis of covariance (ANCOVA) or generalized linear regression models (GLRM). Alternatively, walking velocity can be controlled via a treadmill, reducing the variability of rodent walking speed seen during voluntary exploration [26•] . Selection of overground vs. treadmill gait characterization is an important consideration in its own right [71] , and is covered in the "Gait Environment" subsection; nonetheless, high-speed videography does provide the ability to account for the velocity correlate in subsequent statistical analyses.
Size and Age In addition to velocity, the size and age of the animal can affect gait characteristics . Therefore, when gait analysis is performed across cohorts, naïve age-and weightmatched subjects can help account for general differences in gait characteristics due to size and age. For many transgenic OA models, however, age-and weight-matched controls may not be available due to the effects of the genetic mutation. Consequently, it can be challenging to decipher the effects of a genetic mutation from the side effects of a change in animal size. Appropriate controls will ultimately depend on the transgenic model and hypotheses being tested, but understanding the expected effects of age and size on rodent gait parameters can assist researchers in the evaluation of their experimental design.
Gait Environment
The variance between overground-and treadmill-based gaits can be significant. Figure 3 shows the gait characteristics of 3-month-old wild-type C57Bl/6 mice for voluntary overground exploration, prompted overground movements, and treadmill trials, with the same animals recorded in each environment. At the same velocity, the spatiotemporal gait pattern varies significantly. As such, studies using treadmill systems may not directly compare to studies using overground systems. However, it is not yet clear whether one environment is preferable to the other, and this will likely depend on the OA model. Treadmills simplify the statistical analysis by reducing the effects of the velocity covariate. However, they also eliminate the ability to "selfselect" walking velocity, a potentially powerful measure of gait compensations [36, 20••, 33, 22] .
In addition to the differences between treadmill and overground gait sequences, interactions with the researcher can also affect rodent behaviors [72, 73] . During voluntary overground exploration, animals freely explore an open arena with minimal researcher interaction, allowing the animal to select its walking velocity and gait sequence. Prompted trials occur when the researcher brushes the animal's hind quarters with a swab or stick to trigger a rapid scurry across the gait arena. These two types of trials can vary significantly, where prompted gaits tend to have more rapid velocities, often approaching running (Fig. 3) . More importantly, prompting movements may trigger 'flight instincts' in the animal, reducing self-selected gait compensations seen during voluntary exploration [20••] . Noxious light may also be used to prompt movement [74] , though its effects on gait selection in rodents are currently unknown. Similarly, the effects of a positive cue on gait sequences, such as food reward or return to a home cage [75] , are largely unknown, and it is not yet clear whether positive cues will alter the sensitivity of gait compensations relative to voluntary exploration.
Stride Length, Step Length, and Stride Length Symmetry The distinction between stride length and step length is important, and unfortunately, a common pitfall in the analysis of spatiotemporal data is the comparison of left and right limb stride lengths [76] . This comparison may seem instinctive, but left and right limb stride lengths must be approximately equal if the animal is walking in a straight line. If the left and right stride lengths are consistently different, the animal will turn in a circle or the gait sequence will not be repeatable (a lack of synchronicity will ultimately result in a period of time where neither left nor right limb can support the body). While stride length cannot vary between limbs, step lengths can [77] , as shown in Fig. 1 . As discussed above, this can be described through stride length symmetry or other permutations of step length differences.
Recording Speed The gait sequence of rodents is very rapid, with a foot-strike event occurring about every 0.4 seconds for both mice and rats. At a recording speed of 100 frames per second, which is the most common speed for currentlyavailable commercial systems, this average gait cycle would Fig. 3 The effect of velocity on the spatiotemporal gait characteristics of rodents. The vast majority of gait variables correlate to velocity, and failure to account for velocity effects can significantly affect the statistical analysis of data. Shown are the average hind limb duty factor and stride length for naïve, healthy C57Bl/6 mice (n=25, 5 trials per animal per gait environment). Data were collected at Duke University in 2008-2009 on IACUC-approved protocols with techniques adhering to AAALAC ethical guidelines . The center graphs indicate that both duty factor and stride length have strong correlations to velocity. Statistical analyses ignoring this covariate are shown on the left, whereas statistical analyses that account for velocity are shown on the right. As can be seen from this demonstration, prompted gaits would appear to be very different from those of voluntary exploration or the treadmill if the velocity covariate was ignored, but this difference is largely due to the fact that prompted gaits occurred at higher velocities. If velocity effects are accounted for in the analysis, the stride length is very similar between prompted gait and voluntary exploration, but tends to be slightly longer on treadmills (≈0.3 cm longer at a given velocity). Similarly, duty factor differences among all three groups occur if velocity effects are considered. Here, duty factor tended to be shorter on the treadmill and longer for prompted gaits relative to voluntary exploration. Closer inspection of the raw data reveals a deviation from a linear correlate near duty factors of 50 %. Since a duty factor of less than 50 % would be defined as running, this implies that a transition between walking and running gaits is likely the driver of duty factor differences between voluntary exploration and prompted gaits (walking-to-running transition) be represented by approximately 40 frames. The stance phase of the gait cycle will be approximately two-thirds of total gait cycle, or 26-27 video frames; thus, a shift in stance time of one frame would represent about a 3.8 % increase or decrease in limb duty factor. While this may seem to be a fairly low number, it is important to note that this is not a percentage change in limb duty factor, but the raw shift. For OA patients, limb duty factor shifts are often only 1-2 %. Since duty factors group tightly between 50-80 % for the rodent gait cycle (see Fig. 3 ), this is a major limitation to a gait platform's sensitivity. Moreover, detection of a 1 frame shift is an ideal situation for automated digitization; automation errors only further reduce the sensitivity of a technique. This nuance is very important in rodent OA models, where behavioral changes are often very subtle. Using recording speeds of 200 frames per second and by-hand digitization, we were able to detect~2 % shifts in a medial meniscus tear model of knee OA in the rat [17••] , but this subtle abnormality was unlikely to be detected at a lower speed. Even at 200 frames per second, the ability to detect a drug effect is limited by the recording speed. Similar sensitivity issues can occur with recording resolution, though resolution will ultimately depend on the distance between the camera and arena and the distortion caused by the camera lens. In short, while technologies for rodent gait analysis have greatly advanced, significant technological issues can still affect the sensitivity and resolution of the techniques.
Skin Markers As in humans, skin markers have been used to describe the 3-D motion of a rat [75, 78] . These markers are used to approximate kinematic variables such as joint position and joint angles. However, copious loose skin on rodents, combined with large leg muscles such as the gluteus superficialis and biceps femoris, complicate the consistent placement of markers on the skin. Even with good marker placement, work by Bauman Time Course for the Development of Chronic Pain One motivation for using rodent models to study OA is the accelerated progression of the disease in rodents relative to humans. Often, OA studies in rodents are limited to 4-8 weeks, where significant cartilage lesion formations are seen by this time. However, this time frame may not represent the development of chronic pain. Recent studies have shown significant changes in pain-related behaviors far beyond the traditional endpoints for rodent OA models, lengthening the scale to 4-6 months [61••, 83, 84] . Thus, it may be prudent to commit to carrying out rodent OA studies to these later time points, especially in the context of chronic pain and disability.
Conclusions
The assessment of pain and disability is essential for the clinical management of OA, yet in preclinical rodent models, behavioral measures of pain and disability have only recently become popular in the assessment of the consequences of OA. Gait analysis, in particular, has seen more widespread use in rodent preclinical models over the last decade and has demonstrated utility for the behavioral characterization of rodent OA models. As described in this review, a number of gait parameters can be generated through gait analysis, but the majority of these data are associated or correlated in some fashion. A fundamental understanding of the relationships between different gait parameters can assist researchers in identifying gait abnormalities that are indicative of unilateral or bilateral compensation. Moreover, understanding the limitations of current techniques is critical for the continued advancement of the field. While the novel techniques developed recently represent significant technological improvements over inkpad-based methods, these advances still have significant limitations that can affect the sensitivity and specificity of the generated gait parameters. Nonetheless, assessing changes in disease sequelae in rodent models of OA will help to develop a more fundamental understanding of the mechanisms and links between OA pathogenesis and OA-related pain and disability.
